
Lula-Alckmin formula to present
its government plan for Brazil

The objective is for the program to include innovative proposals and the realistic vision of the
people and social organizations. | Photo: Prensa Latina

Brasilia, June 21 (RHC)-- The formula of former president Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva and former governor
and vice-president for the Vamos Juntos Por Brasil movement, Geraldo Alckmin, presented their
government plan as pre-candidates for the presidency of Brazil.

The Program contemplates the essential engines for Brazil's social development, such as the economy,
environmental and climate sustainability, and the reconstruction of sovereignty in the State.

The document was approved by the leaders of the country's organizations and by Lula da Silva and his
running mate Geraldo Alckmin as an alternative for the achievement of the progressive alliance.



The document summarizes requests from the Workers, Brazilian Communist, Green, Brazilian Socialist,
Sustainability Network, Socialism and Freedom, and Solidarity parties, a necessary union for the country's
development.

The Lula-Alckmin duo intends that the plan be enriched by civil society actors, for which purpose the
virtual platform Together for Brazil will be implemented, where it will be possible to send suggestions,
participate in forums and discussions.

There will also be dialogue tables and channels for committees and social movements to formulate
enriching debates for the plan of the future presidential term.

The Brazilian Workers' Party hopes that this will be an effective way to provide Lula and Alckmin's
program with innovative proposals and a realistic vision of Brazil's situation.

Even though preliminary polls point to Lula as the favorite in future elections, this process of popular
consultation adds value to the future administration after a period where the current president, Jair
Bolsonaro, has inadequately managed the country's resources without taking into account the effects on
the Brazilian population.
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